exhibitions, whether or not in cooperation with or by order of other parties.

ACCOMMODATION

KADOC is housed in the former friar monastery in the Vlamingenstraat, Leuven. This monastery was built around 1870, joined to the late-baroque church of O.L. Vrouw ter Koorts. In 1987, these buildings were bought by the K.U. Leuven and placed at KADOC's disposal after the necessary restorations and adaptations.

Enquiries may be directed to:
Filip Santy (Head of Library and General Services),
Katholiek Documentatie- en Onderzoekscentrum
Vlamingenstraat 39 B 3000 LEUVEN, BELGIUM

**********

NEWS AND NOTES

• To be published soon: CORT, i.e. Collections of Religion and Theology in Australia and New Zealand, compiled by Coralie Jenkin.

• Members who read Incite may have noted in the issue of 6 May 1991 (v12 no 6) the tribute to Joan Brewer, librarian in the Gleeson Library at the St Francis Xavier Seminary, Rostrevor, SA. With the establishment of the University of South Australia at the beginning of this year, a major extension of the library at Underdale campus was undertaken. March 27th was the occasion of the opening of the extension and its dedication as the Joan Brewer Library. We congratulate Joan on this most fitting recognition of her outstanding contributions to "library education, teacher-librarianship and women's interests."
DEWEY USERS GROUP - Note from Wendy Davis

I have written to the ATLA with regard to our participation in their Dewey User group and am awaiting a reply. Meanwhile, here are the details of the Dewey 200's book as requested by several people at the conference.


This is available direct from the publisher for US$20 (includes postage and handling). Write to:
Mr A.H. Wang,
Director,
OCLC Asian/Pacific Services,
6565 Frantz Road,
Dublin, OHIO, 43017-0702
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

They do request pre-payment but are very prompt.

**********

REVIEWS

11 issues per year. $35 annual subscription.

Stamped with the bold motto 'Find out what the others missed', this handsome new journal has the promise of becoming one of the significant magazines of debate and opinion within Australia. It plans to address a broad range of social, cultural and religious issues. Feature articles from national and international writers will appear regularly, together with regular columns and reports on subjects such as education, media, race relations, church and world issues. Review of art, books and film will also appear.
The journal was initiated by the Jesuits in association with the Sisters of Mercy, the Loreto Sisters and the De La Salle Brothers. These orders are